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SaraIn one month this will be the fourth year that my exposure and my knee claim have been denied by the district. The district is responsible for all
time missed from work from my date of hire. All prior medical costs out of pocket and future medical.
I have submitted sufficient evidence to support my need for immediate medical attention.
To date I have been left ignored of my right to medical records by your clients. By law they are to be kept on file 30 years past the date of my
termination of employment. They are required to be accessible to me. For 4 years this basic requirement has been denied to me.
During this 4 year intentional limbo I have had the need for psychological care.
I will provide a well documented timeline of your clients intentional psychological abuse.
In conjunction with what your clients have harmed me with intent and the time you have stalled for them I have had 13 deaths of immediate

In conjunction with what your clients have harmed me with intent and the time you have stalled for them I have had 13 deaths of immediate
friends and family. You know this as do your clients I am making this clear.
August 26, 2014 I appeared in court and we argued with the judge to rule on
Conflict of interest with your QME Allems
Provide medical records or admit guilt

I returned from court that day to find my best friend suicide. Vicki was my deceased supervisors wife. Subsequently he died from a
conspiracy by your clients of illegal formaldehyde use for over 7 years, along with other factors such as stress from physical and mental abuse
from your clients.
The same contributing factors to my exposures your clients have denied. I have more medical conditions than the exposure and knee as a
result of
I have lost family members during this time. I will be submitting all these losses at our hearing. I am clinically depressed. I need and it is the
liability of your clients to provide me with medical care that arose out of my employment injuries.
I appreciate the physical therapy approval Sara but for a person who thrived to work out I find it a challenge to do my daily responsibilities.
Now you have an agency retained to make sure I attend PT? How much does that cost and why don’t you take that money and better spend it
on the grief counseling I need for the trauma’s I endured while losing loved ones while your company has refused me medical care and
promised documents that have lasted over 3 years now.
Read my complaints and symptoms reported to the physicians and QME’s and schedule the proper medical care I need.
I know you do not care for emails. Sara I am too sick to leave my home most of the time
My right to sub Rosa surveillance tapes to be given to me every 30 days has been ignored. Again I ask you follow the rules of the court and
hand them over immediately.

I will see you in June. It is my hope Stockwell Harris will do their real job and begin a honest relationship with me. I am owed back TTD’s,
reimbursements for medical bills from my date of hire, back pay from date of hire, proper QME evaluation’s for every body part that has been
injured with a choice of a AME evaluator, future medical and your clients should have a settlement offer that says this is fair compensation for
our actions.
It is my hope I do not get the same dishonest, find ways to stall and confusion tactics that has lasted 4 years past the date I was illegally
forced out of my job.
I need a doctor
Tiffany Anderson

